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ABSTRACT
City dashboards present information about a city to a broad audience with some thought given as to how some of these audiences
might understand the information. However, little research has
looked at how ’citizens’ make sense of dashboards. Using two sample dashboards, we asked community activists from four different
areas (Health, Environment, Transport and Agriculture) to explore
the information displayed. Using grounded theory approaches, we
looked at factors which support or hinder users sense-making. From
further analysis of the data we identify four key challenges that
need to be addressed to support users making sense of city dashboards: lack of support given for understanding the information
and data presented, lack of possibilities for users to engage, lack of
purpose, and a lack of governance. We recommend a series of design and development actions for city dashboards creators for each
challenge area. The desire to give access to open data through dashboards requires a considerable investment of time and resources an investment that is wasted if dashboards are not useful to their
users (citizens) and, as a result, are not used.
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1

INTRODUCTION

City dashboards generally aim to inform citizens about issues affecting their city by giving them access to data. However, little
research has been carried out into how citizens actually make sense
of the information and data presented to them. Furthermore, open
government initiatives such as city dashboards fail in their objectives if users aren’t enabled to use the data [4]. Usability testing [6]
helps to ensure that dashboards can be used but does not address
how to make a dashboard useful to citizens. Numerous studies have
called for the need to look at the impact of dashboards on users
[21, 57, 58, 63] yet it is still an under-researched area. Questions remain about how to support users’ sense-making1 and what prevents
this in the first place. Our study looks at which factors influence citizens’ sense-making of city dashboards. Sense-making is influenced
by factors such as intent [14] and the ability to interact and explore
[62]. Furthermore, design and data visualisation principles need to
be adhered to for users to understand what they are looking at. We
conducted an in-depth study with a small cohort of citizens from
Galway, Ireland, who we encouraged to freely explore two sample
dashboards. In our analysis, we specifically looked at the following
areas:
• how does the purpose of a dashboard support the intentions
and goals of users?
• what possibilities of engagement exists?
• how is understanding supported?

1 The

terms "Sense-making" and "Sensemaking" are used equally in literature [1]. We
chose to use "sense-making" as it is used by [14, 24].
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Using grounded theory techniques [23] we analyse the rich data
obtained through triangulated method of interviews [22], diary
studies [27] and a focus group [22], we demonstrate the importance
of addressing these key questions of understanding, purpose and
engagement. Our analysis furthermore indicates that the issue of
governance (accountability, data maintenance, etc.) contributes to
users’ ability to make sense of city dashboards.

2

BACKGROUND

There are many definitions of city dashboards ([8, 15, 33, 35, 39, 41,
56] to mention a few) with some focusing more on giving access to
open data, while others see dashboards as infrastructural artefacts
and tools to support decision making. For the purpose of this study,
we define city dashboards to be online platforms that give access
to data and information about a city to users. Research into city
dashboards as a "means" to provide access to open data, has predominantly focused on how dashboards are developed (context of smart
cities, open data [5, 17, 41]; context of technology, visualisation
[25, 50, 55]). There have been attempts to evaluate city dashboards
in terms of design and visualisation [51, 64] and in relation to effectiveness and efficiency [15]. Other research has called for a stronger
focus on citizens [38, 43], yet little research seems to have considered involving citizens in evaluating their understanding of a city
dashboard. Despite the focus on development and evaluation, few
researchers have considered the actual audience. How do they use
a city dashboard? How could they be supported to use it? Mannaro
et al. [39] mention that dashboards are for both ‘city users’ and ‘decision makers’, a sentiment echoed and extended by the developers
of the Dublin dashboard: “The Dublin Dashboard provides citizens,
researchers, planners, policy makers and companies with real-time
information, time-series data, and interactive maps about all aspects
of the city” [32], while Misra [44] mentions the users of dashboard
to be "journalists, businesses, teachers, and policymakers".

2.1

Factors affecting people’s ability to make
sense of information

As Attard et al. [4] point out, access to data is not enough - users
need to be enabled to make use of it and dashboards need to support
users in making sense of the data they access. Sense-making enables us to literally make sense of the world around us. It does not
happen in a vacuum - past experiences, current contexts and intentions shape our understanding [14, 34, 62]. This also plays a part in
how we understand visualisations [36] which form an integral part
of dashboards. Visualisations in particular are often seen as being
able to transfer information automatically [13], however, recent
research questions this assumption. Challenges of representing big
data [42] and a lack of understanding of factors influencing impact
[65] make sense-making of data visualisations complicated. User
specific factors such as the time available, user emotional states
and the relevance of the data to the information quest contribute to
how people make sense of a visualisation [29]. Dashboards, which
tend to have a multitude of visualisations, have, as of yet, rarely
been examined in the context of sense-making. Notable examples
include a study looking at energy dashboards for households [63]
which highlights that, while providing context helps users to make
sense of the information, situational context will lead to different
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results: “the outcomes of the sense-making process will be different for
different households”. The study aimed to situate awareness of energy consumption and related measures within their everyday lives.
Key findings included that contextual issues such as ownership &
responsibility, ages and health of residents, pets, etc. influenced participants ability to make sense of the energy information displayed.
Visualisations on Learner Analytics Dashboards (LADs) aim to
support students’ performances and progress, using self-reflection
and awareness [58], however, data literacy and impact are ongoing
concerns [58]. Again, making sense of LADs is dependent on the
context of individual students’ learning [21] and includes factors
such as social supports, emotional status and cognitive behavioural
responses [57]. Considering that LADs as well as the aforementioned energy dashboard are very focused both in terms of subject
matter and audience, these concerns are amplified when it comes
to city dashboards where there are multiple foci and audiences
(see for example the classifications provided by Sarikaya et al. [51]
and Mannaro et al. [39]). Publicly available city dashboards seem
largely concerned with visualising data but less with providing context - this is especially the case with real-time dashboards (those
that focus only on providing a screen of real-time data e.g. London Dashboard2 ). and general data dashboards (such as the Dublin
Dashboard, discussed further below). Context is more than just
cross-referencing data and must include information about how
the visualisations are created. Decisions about data collection, data
processing and design need to be communicated [49]. Decisions
taken before and while the data is visualised affect what information can be transferred. Research has identified extensive design
guidelines [41, 64] and principles for decision-makers [7] which are
an essential first step to begin to facilitate sense-making. Equally,
requirement gathering [43] and support for participation [38] will
support citizens as users, while Lock et al. [38] stress that evaluating how citizens actually use dashboards is essential. Hence our
study focused on involving citizens in reviewing city dashboards.
Our methodology as described in the next chapter explains in detail
how the data was gathered and analysed.

3

METHODOLOGY

This study investigates how citizens are making sense of city dashboards. As sense-making is influenced by personal factors we looked
at a small sample of citizens in order to get to the root of what
supports or hinders sense-making of city dashboards. We chose
community activists as our user group for this study given their
high levels of motivation and interest in the accessing of city data,
and, therefore, being more amenable to a time-intensive study. We
focused on using methods that would allow participants to express
their thoughts without attempting to ’fit’ into prescribed questions.
We chose a triangulated approach of diary studies [27], interviews
[22] and a focus group discussion [22] to gather as much ’raw’
information as possible. The diary study focused on three questions
(initial impressions, reflection and general comments), while the
interviews aimed to generate discussion rather than strictly follow a set of questions. Equally, the focus group was facilitated to
2 http://citydashboard.org/london/,

last accessed March 12th 2020. This dashboard has
been developed and is maintained by the CASA research lab at University College
London.
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maximise participants’ inputs rather than curtailed to fit specific
topics.
(1) Diary Study
For the diary study, participants were asked to engage with
two specific dashboards (Dublin Dashboard3 and Edmonton
Citizens Dashboard4 ) in their own time over the course of
10 days. Engagement times (times spent interacting with
the dashboards) ranged anywhere from 30 to 120 minutes
with the average being 50 minutes per participant. The Edmonton Citizen Dashboard was randomly chosen from a
cluster of Performance Dashboards [60] whereas the Dublin
Dashboard was deliberately chosen from a data portal cluster
[60] as we considered an Irish dashboard to be of particular
interest and potentially more relevant to users. We selected
these dashboards in order to minimise participant bias by
avoiding any potential conflict of interests which may arise
when people are looking at a dashboard of their city. Participants were requested to time their engagement, describe
their area of interest that they wanted to find out about, and
indicate which of the two dashboards they had visited. Then
they were asked to describe their initial impression (overall impression, is it easy to understand etc.) followed by a
more reflective question after the initial exploration (could
you make connections between topics? How did you find
the process? etc.) and finally a broad ‘any other comments’
question.
(2) Interviews
Interviews were arranged at a time suitable to the participant and ranged from 15min to 45min in length depending
on the participant. Questions arising from the diary study
informed the interviews and were explored as naturally as
possible to elicit meaningful insights into how participants
engaged with the respective dashboard. These interviews
were transcribed and shared with the respective participant
to avoid misrepresentation.
(3) Focus Group
All study participants were invited to a focus group meeting.
The aim of the focus group was to encourage participants to
discuss a main concern arising from the diary studies and
interviews: City dashboards do not successfully help citizens
to make sense of their city. Participants were firstly asked if
this statement reflected their experience before a discussion
of the possible reasons for this statement took place. People
noted down their points on a flip chart while the overall discussion was also recorded and transcribed to enable further
analysis.

3 Dublin

Dashboard, accessed September - December 2019. The Dublin Dashboard was
created in 2014 and is maintained by the Programmable City Project at Maynooth
University
4 Edmonton Citizens Dashboard, accessed September - December 2019. The Edmonton
Citizen Dashboard is run by the city of Edmonton.
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When selecting study participants, a diversity of areas were
considered as we wanted to examine participants’ ability to make
connections between issues. Hence, our participants were drawn
from these four specific areas:
• Agriculture
• Environment
• Health
• Transport
These issues were chosen as they link in multiple ways. For example, numerous recent studies have looked at the impact of agriculture on ecosystems and health [18–20, 26, 40, 45, 54, 59], the
connections between climate change, sustainability and transport
[3, 16, 30, 31, 48, 61] or the role of the environment on health
[9, 11, 12, 28, 53]. We used a purposive sampling approach [47]
based on the areas identified and approached a number of community organisations and activists engaged in related topics (e.g. in the
area of transport we approached community campaigns focusing
on cycling, public transport and pedestrian safety). A total of 24
people were contacted using email and phone contacts as appropriate. No incentives were offered to encourage participation, however,
participants received a small gift (€25 voucher) at the end of the
study to acknowledge their contribution. Of the people contacted,
13 agreed to participate in the study. Ages ranged from mid-20s
to mid-60s, and both men and women were represented. The participants were evenly split between Agriculture (3), Transport (3),
Health (4), Environment (3). Participants were encouraged but not
required to take part in all methods (diary, interview, focus group).
However, all participants were required to familiarise themselves
with the two city dashboards (Dublin Dashboard and the Edmonton
Citizens Dashboard, Figure 1). Prior to their involvement with the
study, 50% of our participants were not aware of city dashboards
while one person indicated being familiar with the Dublin Dashboard. This triangulated [46] method of data collection resulted

Figure 1: Screenshots of Edmonton and Dublin Dashboards
(taken April 1st 2020)
in very rich and varied data. A first analysis focused on identifying the types of statements participants made using Speech Act
Theory [52] which were then assigned a polarity5 based on the
sentiment6 expressed in the statement. This was done manually and
each statement was classified as either negative, neutral or positive.
For example, a participant describing their experience of one of the
dashboards as "very disappoint[ing] in terms of that I couldn’t find
5 Sentiment orientation or polarity can be positive, negative, or neutral. Neutral usually

means the absence of sentiment or no sentiment.
6 Sentiment is defined as an attitude, thought, or judgment prompted by feeling [37]
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Table 1: Key points extraction and coding
Original Text

Key Points

Open Code

For motivated citizens they want information but
they want the information they’re looking for, that
is relevant to them, and then
they want to be presented in a usable form - and I
guess the other thing is as well they want to be able
to put it all together somewhere, whether they are
taking notes or just looking at it in their minds, they
want it to all coalesce into some meaningful whole

information they’re looking for,
that is relevant

general relevance

they want to be presented in a
usable form

being easy to use, interact with

they want it all to coalesce into
some meaningful whole

Finding meaning

any real-time data" was recorded as being negative, while another
statement about one of the dashboards being "more integrated and
[...] more up-to-date" was recorded as positive. We decided against
an automated sentiment analysis approach as statements needed to
be considered in the wider context of sense-making - and a judgement made as to their overall sentiment in this context. A deeper
analysis was then carried out using grounded theory [23] based
techniques. Grounded theory focuses on letting theory emerge from
data collected and analysed simultaneously, while using codes and
memos to synthesise themes and finally inform the construction of
theory. We followed a constructivist approach [10] recognizing the
subjective inter-relationship between researcher and participants
and the resulting co-construction of meaning while keeping the participants’ words intact and maintaining their presence throughout.
Using Allan’s suggestion [2] we broke the raw text into meaningful
chunks from which we identified key points as related to our overall
research question (what helps or hinders citizens’ sense-making
of information presented on a city dashboard). These key points
were then coded by describing what they expressed or referred
to (for an example see table 1). This initial coding was checked
for duplication, e.g. code "linking" and code "connections" were
used interchangeably and later combined. Later on these codes
were grouped based on commonalities between them which were
identified as the main concepts expressed in the texts. For example,
codes relating to "localness", "topics of interest" and "usefulness"
were grouped under the concept: relevance. Codes relating to "providing context", "finding meaning", "design-based understanding"
and "interpreting information" were grouped under the concept:
sense-making. In total, 23 concepts were identified. These concepts
in turn were grouped into categories depending on commonalities
and/or relationships. For example this text "I prefer this kind of
snapshot view most of the time but if underlying data is quite old
then snapshots are misleading / wrong – they give an unspoken impression of being up-to-date" was coded and grouped into concepts
and categories as follows:
"I prefer this kind of snapshot view most of the time but if underlying
data is quite old then snapshots are misleading / wrong – they
give an unspoken impression of being up-to-date"
• code [dated data], concept: maintenance, category Governance
• code [finding meaning], concept: domain understanding,
category Sense-making
• code [trusting the data], concept: trust, category Audience

The following figure (Figure 2, created by the lead author) provides
an example of the resulting code structure for the category Sensemaking. The coding was undertaken by the lead author and later
verified by three other research team members. Where opinions
differed, expressions were discussed until agreement was reached.

Figure 2: Sample of keypoints grouped by codes which informed concepts and category Sense-making

4

DATA ANALYSIS / RESULTS

Our key questions focused on discovering users’ thoughts regarding
purpose, understanding and engagement. Hence, we firstly looked
at which concepts were emerging most often and how these related
to the key questions (4.1). Secondly we examined the positive or
negative sentiment associated with participants’ expressions of
their thoughts, as evidenced in their narrative, in relation to the
two dashboards (4.2). This approach allowed us to examine what
issues were most problematic in relation to our key questions and
why our users were predominantly concerned with these.

4.1

Frequency of concepts

Looking at the frequency of concepts allowed us to extract the issues
in relation to our key questions that are of concern to users. The
concept:design was identified most often while concepts:relevance,
information needs, agenda and purpose, were also frequently found.
Within the concept:design, ease of use (e.g. “I drill down through
this and, you know, it takes a very long time to actually get to find
out. . . ”) and helping users to understand information (e.g. “. . . they
didn’t explain either what deprivation index was nor what the scale
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represented so it made the graph completely meaningless.”) were
mentioned as challenging. In the concept:relevance, participants
were concerned about the information needing to be relevant to
them - this could mean local information or information related to
topics of interest. While users were very much in favour of having
access to information ("it’s a critical element that should be available
in terms of citizen service today online"), they questioned who set
the agenda and how decisions were made:“who sets the agenda and
targets, and on what basis”.
These concepts were then grouped according to the sense-making
criteria of purpose (how does the purpose of a dashboard supports
the intentions and goals of users), engagement (what possibilities of engagement exists) and understanding (how is understanding supported). For example, information needs to be relevant to
the user, hence the concept:relevance was assigned to purpose.
Concepts related to governance issues (concept:agenda and concept:accountability) were also mentioned frequently, indicating
our participants’ concern regarding these issues and how they impacted their sense-making: "what they were presenting was what
they wanted you to see and, you know, so you’re really only getting
the information that they decided was fit for you".

4.2

Sentiment polarity

The focus on polarity enabled us to look at some of the issues that
elicit a personal, usually emotive, response and thereby highlight
users’ feelings regarding the topic. Concept:maintenance was seen
as mostly negative (40 negative / 3 positive mentions) due, mainly,
to old data and broken links predominantly on the data portal dashboard. This reflects the challenges inherent in trying to maintain
many different data sources. Issues related to concepts:domain understanding, and design were also mentioned more in a negative
context, though there were a number of positive mentions about
concept:design especially regarding the performance dashboard.
In relation to governance, participants expressed a more negative
attitude towards the issue of concept:agenda (e.g. "you don’t know
who’s making the decisions and it feels like a long way away from
ordinary citizens") whereas they were more positively inclined towards issues relating to concept:accountability especially in relation
to meeting targets ("it’s good to see a line on a graph, to see we are
doing well this year, not so well last year"). The main concepts (by
frequency) grouped by area and how they relate to polarity are
captured in Figure 3. These approaches informed the identification

Figure 3: Frequency of relevant concepts distributed by polarity
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of four key challenges which are discussed in further detail below.

5

DISCUSSION

From the results of our user study, we identify the following four
key challenges and recommend a series of actions to address these:
(1) A Challenge of Understanding
Basic understanding of the information presented on the two
city dashboards is a pre-requisite for users’ sense-making.
Missing legends and labels ("it was really hard to tell when
the data, what year or month, whatever, the data was from and
that’s really wrong"), use of jargon ("there was some jargon
[. . . ] the words need to be totally foolproof") and insufficient
context ("current drive time M50 North 24 minutes - what
does that mean?") prohibit users from further processing
the information. Most mentions in relation to the area of
understanding were negative.
Recommended steps to aid Understanding
• Presentation aids understanding - text should be in plain
English, no jargon while visual presentations need consistent use of appropriate titles, subtitles etc.
• Providing context frames the knowledge gained – demonstrate the interconnectedness of topics and provide general
contextual information related to e.g. data gathering and
selection, overall goals, etc.
• Interpretation – interpretation of the information should
be easy and supported by design and visualisation principles.
(2) A Challenge of Engagement
The ability to actively explore information is a crucial part
of the sense-making process [62]. However, our users struggled to find ways of participating and interacting with the
information. Particularly, issues related to maintenance (especially around updated information), personalisation ("if
somebody can actually configure their own dashboard that
would be a great idea") and usability ("they are like facts but
you cannot really filter or focus just on parts of it") impede
their ability to explore topics. However, our participants saw
citizen participation as a positive potential for dashboards:
"it’s a critical element that should be available in terms of
citizen service today online".
Recommended steps to aid Engagement
• Design attracts and supports engagement – Support for
ease of use, interaction, attractiveness.
• Information attracts and maintains interest – it needs to
be relevant to the user, regularly updated & maintained,
and be trustworthy (source, metadata, data download).
• Supporting participation – enabling users to report issues, create content and contribute to problem solving.
(3) A Challenge of Purpose
For dashboards to support sense-making, the overall purpose needs to align with users’ intentions. Users must be
supported to search for and find the information they are
looking for which, furthermore, should be unique ("if you
can find it more easily on Google why would you be bothered
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going down down down through filters on the dashboard, why
would you spend hours and hours looking for something if
you can find it on Google". Our participants, however, were
confused about the purpose of dashboards ("Who was it for?
Who uses this? Why? And, to what extent do they use it? Are
there multiple audiences?") and felt it did not support citizens
("needs of citizens and its use to the citizen are not addressed").
Recommended steps to aid purpose
• Reasons for using dashboard – Supporting varied needs
such as users looking for a specific answer to a question
or wanting to explore more broadly, finding out what’s
going on.
• Reasons for existence of dashboard - Identifying and communicating the underlying aims of having a dashboard.
(4) A Challenge of governance
Participants were often critical as to whose agenda was reflected on a dashboard or who is in control ("what they were
presenting was what they wanted you to see and, you know, so
you’re really only getting the information that they decided was
fit for you"). However, having an agenda and hence a clear
focus is beneficial as it provides a framework around which
the information can be presented. The issue that our participants were primarily concerned about regarding agenda
was that these were often unclear or not explicitly stated:
"who is setting the agenda, what are the measures, where do
they come from". At best, a dashboard might refer to a target
being reached - but rarely how this target came about or
what filters were used in processing the data. Having targets though helped participants to see how their city was
progressing, hence monitoring and being accountable were
considered more positively throughout.
Recommended steps to aid governance
• Accountability supports sense-making - Providing information about targets (including how these were set) and
progress. Context information.
• Transparency supports sense-making - Including descriptions of how data was gathered, filtered and visualised.
• Resources are essential - allocating sufficient resources to
maintain dashboard.
A lack of attention to these challenges negatively impacts on users’
ability to make sense of the information presented. Simply understanding the information is a prerequisite for sense-making, for if
the language used is too technical or graphs are badly labeled, users
are unlikely to make sense of the information ("they didn’t explain
[. . . ] it made the graph completely meaningless"). Context, necessary for the ability to consolidate meaning [62], is often limited or
lacking completely, leading to user frustration and disengagement
("current drive time M50 North 24 minutes (what does that mean?)").
Engagement allows users to interactively explore the issues, mimicking, to some extend, what Weick (1985) calls "effectuating" [62].
Vision and leadership could provide greater clarity regarding purpose and agenda. However, our research indicates that users are
confused about dashboard’s purposes: "I would say there’s not clarity
as to what dashboards are for. It’s sort of like a good idea someone
came up with somewhere at some level, oh we are a smart city we
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should have a smart dashboard".
Based on our findings we suggest that dashboards should include
information as to how they are being built (starting with data collection and including processing and visualisation) and should link to
current city initiatives in relation to targets and monitoring. Furthermore, given the concern with maintenance, linking the dashboard
to existing city initiatives should help as it will enable a focus on
making information, that is already being gathered, ’presentable’.
Citizens need to be considered as a main audience for city dashboards and, as such, their needs must be considered. First of all, city
authorities need to develop and implement clear plans as to why
and how a city dashboard should be used. Once a city authority has
decided on the overall purpose of the dashboard, other areas such
as how to engage citizens, being accountable and how to communicate this purpose through design need to be carefully considered
as these areas will contribute to the sense-making process. Citizen
engagement in this regard requires a deeper understanding as to the
many needs and skills the audience has, giving users the opportunity to provide feedback and making sure the information provided
is relevant. Accountability relates to our participants’ expressed
desires to be able to monitor progress against a set of targets, to be
able to rely on the data being shown as being trustworthy (sources
of data) and up-to-date (maintenance). Lastly, as owners of the
dashboard, city authorities need to ensure that the design is easyto-use and attractive to encourage users to engage with it in the first
place. Having a focus based on the overall purpose and providing
context as well as communicating connections (understanding the
system) will contribute to supporting users in making sense of the
information.

6

LIMITATIONS

There are a number of limitations to be taken into account regarding
this study:
• Number of participants
While the small number of participants helped us to engage
them more deeply in the study, it does prohibit a statistical
analysis of the data. Furthermore we deliberately did not
sample participants based on age, sex or other demographic
factors. These may play a role in how people engage with
city dashboards but would require a bigger sample.
• Two sample dashboards
To make this study feasible we selected just two dashboards
for the participants to look at. These were a general data
dashboard (Dublin Dashboard) and a dashboard focusing on
key performance indicators (Edmonton Citizens’ dashboard).
Choosing different examples may result in other feedback.
• Selective user group (community activists) and topics
In order to provide a structure and focus to our research
we deliberately focused on just one section of civil society
namely community activists. These were people who were
active in their area of expertise. Equally, we limited the number of topics, looking at just four areas that had inherent
linkages.
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• Subjective feedback
We were particularly interested in qualitative data and encouraged participants to express their thoughts in their own
words. Hence the feedback we received was extremely varied
and rich in detail but subjective.
• Interpretative analysis
We interpreted our data using grounded theory techniques.
While our analysis is replicable, different terms may be used
for open codes, categories or themes.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our research has shown that sense-making of city dashboards is
complex and depends on many different factors. Based on our user
data, we have identified these four key challenges:
• lack of support given for understanding the information
and data presented
• lack of possibilities for users to engage,
• lack of purpose,
• and a lack of governance.
Furthermore, we suggest actions to address these challenges. We
have shown that current dashboards do not support users in making sense of the information provided. Addressing these four key
areas is critical in ensuring that city dashboards can become useful
for citizens. We are cognisant that sense-making depends on users’
prior skills and information needs. However, addressing our identified challenges would provide a usable platform for all users to
begin to make sense of city dashboards. The desire to give access to
open data through dashboards requires a considerable investment
of time and resources - an investment that is wasted if dashboards
are not useful to their users (citizens) and, as a result, are not used.
Our next steps focus on designing and testing a dashboard prototype addressing the above outlined challenges. This prototype
will be tested with the current participants initially to ensure it
addresses the concerns they raised. A further revised version will
then be tested with a wider audience of diverse citizens. Other possible avenues for future work include extending this study to other
sections of society and comparing results / adapting recommendations as applicable. Finally, this work can be usefully extended
by considering other dashboards to find out which of these do better in supporting citizens’ sense-making - and how. This applies
particularly to new versions of city dashboards that are appearing.
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